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VRCMS Policy  –  Aerotow and FPV
Aerotow and FPV operations are permitted at the field provided that all VRCMS and MAAC rules are
being followed.  With any type of flying, all maneuvers must stay within VRCMS flight boundaries, pilots
need to announce their landings on the runway, and range and failsafe checks must be performed as
usual.

Following are some additional rules to follow. 

Aerotow

1. Only three models may be on the runway or flying at a given time.  This means that a tow
plane will need to take a glider up and then land before a second aerotow can be performed.
Simultaneous takeoff with two tow planes and two gliders is not allowed, nor is it possible to
perform an aerotow launch when there is already two other models in the air.

2. When there are other members at the field, the time allotted for a single flight is limited to 15
minutes.  Please note that this is from the time you first occupy the runway until the time you
have landed and cleared the runway.

3. Aerotows may not be performed when models other than gliders are flying.  Pilots in the air
have the right of way on the runway for emergency landings, so make sure you have a plan to
clear the runway if another glider needs it to land.

4. Pilots and spotters may only enter the runway to place models for takeoff or clear them from
the runway after landing. One spotter is allowed to remain on the runway to hold the glider
wings level for takeoff, if required. This spotter must immediately retreat behind the flight
line, as soon as the glider is airborne. All other flight operations must be performed from
behind the flight line - remaining on the runway is not permitted.

5. A spotter is required to oversee the setup of the glider and tow plane.  If the spotter or any
other pilots have a safety concerns during the takeoff procedure they must immediately call
“Stop”.

6. The following takeoff procedure will be observed:

a. The primary tow plane and glider are set on the runway and a restraint is employed to
prevent the tow plane from taking off.

b. The glider pilot confirms the proper connection of tow line.  The spotter checks the
glider’s control surfaces.

c. The glider pilot announces to the tow pilot and spotter that they are “Ready” to be
towed.
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d. The tow pilot  announces to the glider pilot and spotter that they are “Ready” for
takeoff.

e. The spotter, having heard both pilots are ready, removes any physical restraints, then
announces “Cleared for Takeoff” when safe.

f. The tow pilot announces “Taking off”.

7. Following takeoff, separation of the glider and the tow plane must be maintained. The tow
plane will avoid an abrupt power reduction or decent and the pilots must coordinate their
flight maneuvers to avoid a slack tow line.

8. The following release procedure will be observed:

a. The glider pilot announces that they are releasing the tow line and then disconnects.

b. The glider pilot turns to clear the area and maintains level flight.

c. The tow pilot verifies the line has disconnected and begins their decent.

d. If it is not possible for the glider to release its tow line the tow plane must continue to
tow the glider to the safest place to release the model.

First Person View

1. A buddy box and spotter who can immediately take over flight operations is required when
operating an FPV model.

2. All persons involved in FPV operations (whether as a pilot, spotter, or helper) must review the
following MAAC safety documents:

a. Use of First Person View Devices  

b. Flying First Person View  

c. Need for and Duties of Spotters and Helpers  

d. Duties of a Spotter  

e. Duties of a Helper  
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https://secure.maac.ca/get_document.php?document_id=40
https://secure.maac.ca/get_document.php?document_id=68
https://secure.maac.ca/get_document.php?document_id=67
https://secure.maac.ca/get_document.php?document_id=39
https://secure.maac.ca/get_document.php?document_id=72

